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the results of the investigation conducted by the experts at dell confirm the findings of another interesting report published by trendmicro on the activities in the brazilian underground, which is characterized by the availability of a significant number of similar products and services. hacking communities are very active in selling stolen credit cards, differentiating their offer to reach a wider audience and provide tailored services at higher prices. let’s start our tour on the deep web from the results of a study conducted by the experts at
dell secure works counter threat unit (ctu) to see what is changing from the publishing of the report and which are the dynamics and trends behind the hacking communities in the underground. in 2013, experts at dell secure works counter threat unit (ctu) published a very interesting report titled the underground hacking economy is alive and well. which investigated the online marketplace for stolen data and hacking services. the study listed the goods sold in the black markets and related costs. one year later, the same team of
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yousef was a hacker featured in the notorious and widely published last resort magazine. this
profile led yousef to become one of the most sought after hackers in the underground

community. yousef is skilled in breaking into traditional, highly secured firewalls by using 0-day
exploits. he is also a white hat hacker, known for his work exposing hacking groups and

ransomware threats. yousef was expelled from the previously mentioned last resort magazine
due to the use of stolen credit card data from their victims. he was also a member of the

controversial and widely published anonops.yoyoz, a group of hackers who allegedly committed a
number of cyber crimes as well as directed and orchestrated others to commit attacks against a
number of targets including journalist glenn greenwald. brute-forcing is fundamentally simple to
set in motion. however, it is nonetheless used and powerful in the real world by thieves, hacks

and malicious criminals. for example, in the course of a bruteforce attack a hacker makes use of a
dictionary of nearly every commonly used word, and a list of every possible string of characters

used in a login brute-forcing (also known as dictionary attack) can be done with or without a word
list. the brute-force attack can be expanded to brute-force all of the words in a dictionary and, if

there is a more efficient way to do the attack, it should be done first. a wordlist (or ‘dictionary’) is
a list of all known words (such as the wordlist every hacker needs to keep a dictionary of). an
approximate wordlist has a lot of words; a perfect wordlist has words for every letter of the

alphabet and a perfect wordlist for most of the languages of the world. 5ec8ef588b
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